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1 CALL TO ORDER – WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS 
The meeting was called to order at 9:05 a.m. PST with the following present: 
 
In	Person	

	Charlie	Dawson	 Cadence	Design	Systems	
Stan	Krolikoski	 Cadence	Design	Systems	
Erik	Seligman	 Intel	
Matthew	Maidment		 Intel	
Scott	Little	 Intel	
Dave	Rich	 Mentor	Graphics	
Dennis	Brophy	 Mentor	Graphics	
Mark	Glasser	 NVIDIA	
Neil	Korpusik	 Oracle	
Shrenik	Mehta	 Synopsys	
Arturo	Salz	 Synopsys	
Brad	Pierce	 Synopsys	
Sourabh	Tandon		 Synopsys	
Karen	Pieper	 Accellera	
Kevin	Cameron	 Independent	
Michiel	Ligthart	 Verific	
	
Teleconference/WebEx	

	Chuck	Berking	 Cadence	Design	Systems	
Françoise	Martinolle	 Cadence	Design	Systems	
John	Havlicek	 Cadence	Design	Systems	
Brandon	Tipp	 Intel	
John	Stickley	 Mentor	Graphics	
Alex	Gran	 Mentor	Graphics	
Eduard	Cerny	 Synopsys	
Kyl	Scott	 Texas	Instruments	
Mark	Hartoog	 Synopsys	
Eric	Coffin	 Mentor	Graphics	
Tom	Alsop	 Intel	

Chair Pieper reminded attendees the goal of this meeting is to determine the next steps in 
SystemVerilog standardization and the timeline to accomplish them. 



2 BC/EC REPORT 

Matt Maidment presented the combined BC & EC report.  The report included feedback 
from the Accellera UVM committee.  Matt’s presentation can be found here.   

Many issues are leading to divergent implementations as parties are addressing the 
underspecified SystemVerilog items without collaborating with each other.  Keeping the 
current subcommittee structure may not be the best to address issues and new features.  If 
we need to reorganize, the best time to do this may be now at the beginning of a project.   

It was noted that issues in one of the subcommittees may not be high on the list for 
another committee.  We should have a process to address this. 

Interoperability with other standards (such as 1076/VHDL, 1801/UPF & 1666/SystemC) 
should be considered in this round of standardization.     

3 CC REPORT 

The CC has not met.  The CC committee is looking for new leadership.  An election for a 
new chair needs to be held.  Chair Pieper asked how far off the VPI was from the 
currently specified language.  There are still several things added to the current language 
which have not been address for access by the VPI.  The VPI specification needs to be 
updated to cover them.   

The question left after the oral report was how to allow the CC to catch up with the 
current version of the standard or if we should follow the traditional practice of 
advancing the standard with the CC one revision out of sync with the standard.  This was 
discussed further later in the meeting.   

ACTION REQUEST: Charlie Dawson was asked by Chair Pieper to conduct an election 
of the new SV-CC Chair.   

4 DC REPORT  

Scott Little showed a list of items from “must have” to “nice to have.”  This list can be 
found here. Scott noted that the Accellera SV-AMS progress appears better than in the 
past.  This is positive for the work by the DC.   

It was repeated that divergent implementations may occur when users demand specific 
things be implemented by one vendor that are not made available to another vendor.  The 
presence of an active standards committee helps arbitrate this and reduce the chance of 
divergent implementations.   

In the last standards project there were a set of extensions to connect any simulator.  It 
was not meant for AMS, but the minimum was there for SV digital simulators to connect.  



The main focus was the real number modeling (RNM), on the digital side.  There was a 
discussion on the need for conversation functions on the digital side but no conclusion.  

In the end, the time needed by DC was probably 2 years to address outstanding issues. 

5 AC REPORT  

Erik Seligman led the discussion from the AC input.  The two slides can be found here.   

The AC is looking to maintain stability and not introduce substantial new features.  It was 
recognized that users are still digesting the new items added in the last update to the 
standard.  It was also reported that there are EDA tools that violate the standard.  It was 
noted that EDA tools use violates the standard and the committee should consider a 
change to the standard as this is the expected behavior a user wants to see.   

The AC indicates they also have cross-committee activities.  

Some of the AC issues could be addressed by a preprocessor.  But they have not all been 
analyzed for this.  There could be discussions with the UVM group to motivate important 
AC changes.  However, the UVM team has not brought up any AC issues.  Mantis 5068 
regarding concurrent assertions in classes might be important.  But there is not request 
from UVM for it.  There is no method to judge the cost to support or not support a 
feature.  It was noted that those who are language and methodology trainers may 
understand this more. 

ACTION REQUEST: Erik Seligman & Tom Alsop to find people from training 
companies who understand the state of interoperability to assess what works and does not 
work.   

John Havlicek offered that he has seen some complex systems where a testbench was 
collecting information that was hard to do with the current language.  To do it without an 
enhancement was characterized to be clunky, and if a language enhancement was made, 
it would have been integrated with more ease.  Thus, there are reasons to consider 
language changes that make user use easier.   

The AC estimates that the 5 items on their first slide would require them to spend at least 
one year to complete.    



6 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION  

A discussion on general timelines was facilitated by Chair Pieper.  She concluded we 
could do nothing for the moment or perform a cleanup and clarification activity or spend 
two years to allow new and modified functionality to be added or even up to 3 years if we 
cannot reduce the list of items to work on.  We discussed picking a date to have the next 
update.  The worst case is 10 years out or 2022.   But this was generally not favored.   

The group discussed how to reorganize.  And if the group reorganized, would we solve 
the CC issue of being a revision behind?  While the CC is not 100% behind a revision, 
there are substantial items it does not have the time to complete.  And, the expertise to 
work on items is often lacking. 

This lead to a discussion to possibly organize by “project” with needed members 
assigned to the project so the whole of the project is addressed from language feature to 
VPI support.  This led to a discussion on how to get to this point and if there should be 
one or more projects authorized to accomplish this.   A new name for a “full group” that 
works on projects led to the use of the SV-FC email alias for this purpose.  

In the end, the final proposal of the day was: 

1. To file for an amendment PAR 1800-2012a to correct 2012 editing issues, address 
ambiguities in the standard that are resulting in implementation inconsistencies, 
and complete the VPI implementation to address the current definition of 
SystemVerilog in IEEE 1800-2012.  This PAR would aim to complete by 
December 2016.  This will be organized as SV-CC and SV-FC (full).  SV-FC will 
have voting privileges to be determined. 
 

2. To file for a PAR 1800-2018 to concurrently discuss the DC and AC must lists, 
and a to-be-chosen list of EC/BC/CC issues.  The resulting standard must contain 
CC updates for any new items added.  This PAR would aim to complete by 
December 2018. 

The parallel activities are proposed and need to be validated with the DASC chair to 
determine if the IEEE SA can accommodate.   

ACTION REQUEST: DASC Chair, Stan Krolikoski, will assist Chair Pieper to 
complete the appropriate forms so these actions can be placed before the DASC for 
approval. 

7 ADJOURNMENT   

No further business before the working group the meeting adjourned at 1:05 p.m. PST. 
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Feedback for next 
1800 revision
SV-BC & SV-EC



Overview
• Background

• General Recommendations

• Recommended SV-EC (Testbench) Topics

• Recommended SV-BC (core language) Topics

• Summary



Background
• Much work for SV-BC & SV-EC 

 > 900 issues open in Mantis (697 BC, 266 EC)

 Many errata and clarifications needed (491 BC, 193 EC)

 Some topics leading to noticeably divergent implementations 

 Some topics effort intensive to resolve (interfaces, macros, separate compilation) 

 Users still raising enhancements (206 BC, 73 EC)

• Many influences on SV-BC and SV-EC participants

 1801, 1735, AMS, UVM, SV-AC, SV-DC, Champions

 1800-2012 saw key EC and BC members pulled into DC and AC work.

• Difficult for committee members to make progress on significant backlog 
while pulled into other activities



General Recommendations
• Timeframe/Time Budget

 Select a delivery date (e.g. June 2018)

 Establish a timeline (e.g. technical work Mid-2015, Mid-2017)

• Content 
 Major issues as prioritized by 1800WG across entire 1800 PAR

 Will consume much of technical subcommittee’s time

 As brought to technical subcommittees with relevant proposals

 Encourage issues accompanied by proposals from supporting parties

 Minor issues & editorial corrections

 Keep open lane for many small issues

 Combined BC & EC met twice in advance of this step.  More work would be required 
to finalize recommended list of major issues

• Organization
 Open to reconsidering technical subcommittee structure

e.g. BC & EC work as one team to better prioritize work



Recommended SV-EC Topics
• Coverage: Extending/overriding/deriving covergroups

• Constraints: Soft-constraint clarifications, real numbers in constraint 
expressions

• Introspection

• Method Overloading 

• Enumerations: extension/namespace semantics

Note: Concurrent assertions in classes not high on SV-EC/BC feedback list; would be a 
big drain to BC/EC if pursued by 1800WG.



Recommended SV-BC Topics
• Editorial issues: many could be handled independently by editor ahead of 

subcommittee work.  Can subcommittees largely be unburdened from 
reviewing each item?

• Interfaces: errata, clarifications & enhancements

• Packages: several enhancements related to parameterized & nested 
packages as well as separating declarations from implementations

• Pre-processor: interest in more flexible/powerful pre-processing capabilities

• Parameters: interaction with interfaces, subroutines, instance arrays

• Interoperability with IEEE Std 1735

• Clarification: .*/.name,

• Interaction: libraries, binds, packages, interfaces, 



Major Areas of Development
• Need special focus to deliver proposals and resolve feedback to closure

• Suggest assigning technical champions for accountability and focus.  
Technical champions write proposals or work with others to curate proposals 
and shepherd proposals to acceptance.

• Examples

 Introspection

 Enumerate extensions/namespace

 Randomization of real values  (using them as state values is smaller scope)

 Method overloading

 Unconstrained array/variable size expressions (need reverse-polarity Gord)

 Package changes

 Interface issues (Mark Hartoog+Jonathan Bromley expressed interest)



Summary
• Work larger than any single PAR: Choose a fixed timeframe

• Users asking for enhancements AND resolution of errata/clarifications

• Many minor errata/clarification: Keep clear a path for resolving them

• Major issues need technical champion(s) to assume ownership, deliver 
proposals and drive to closure

• Work of other technical subcommittees often involves SV-BC/SV-EC 
participants: Globally prioritize and reconsider organization of technical 
subcommittees to ensure most important items are completed



Backup



Areas of implementation divergence
• Macros

• Typename (many, many issues)

• Class virtual methods during construction (C++ vs sort-of Java)

• Order of initialization of class data members (related to virt methods)

• Legality of a pure virtual overriding a (non-pure) virtual method

• Various things related to interfaces/virtual interfaces, particularly type rules

• Configurations related to interfaces, virtual interfaces, and bind

• Relationship of virtual interfaces to nested interface declarations

• How "precise" are class specialization matching rules wrt size/value



UVM Committee Interests
Priority Impact Summary

High UVM

Implementation

Mantis 4697 – Java-style weak references & Finalize()

High UVM Base Class Lib Enhance process::await to unblock when status() reaches 

specified state

High UVM API Allow function & task overloading

High UVM 

Implementation & 

API

Mantis 2968 – Constraint reference at constraint expression

High General usage Mantis 4698 – select “default” bins

High General usage Mantis 4703 – allow covergroup and item extensions

Medium General usage Mantis 2991 – enumerated type extension

Medium General usage Interface & modport inheritance

Medium UVM Base Class Lib Mantis 2995 & 4704 – add support for exceptions
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Recommendations for 
upcoming 1800 PAR

SV‐DC



Introduction

• user‐defined nettypes (UDNs) & interconnect were 
added in P1800‐2012

• The features were intentionally very restrictive
• Usage would determine how to relax the restrictions

• Users have enough experience to make requests
• Important features were missing due to time constraints

• SystemVerilog/Verilog‐AMS effort has started
• SV‐only features needed for the SV/VAMS effort should come 
into SV through SV‐DC

• SV‐DC needs to develop several major enhancements 
to meet user needs

• Work items have been categorized into MUST, SHOULD, and 
COULD in SV‐DC Roadmap document



MUST items

• UDN/interconnect usability issues
• R01: Variable connections to UDNs and interconnect
• R03: Heterogeneous concatenations involving UDNs and interconnect

• R02: Switch primitives that support UDNs
• R05: Adapters (i.e., conversion elements) between non‐matching 
UDNs

• Rules for selecting and specializing adapters
• Scheduling of adapter evaluation in the simulation cycle
• UPF/multiple power supply support

• R07: Access to the name of drivers (elements in the resolution 
function input array) and the resolved net within a resolution 
function

• VPI is a good solution here
• Recommended that SV‐CC add a data model for nettypes in VPI



SHOULD items

• R04: Partial drive of UDN struct fields
• R06: Allow sensitivity to UDNs/aggregates in event 
controls

• Recommended that SV‐BC take up this item
• SV‐DC will provide requirements on the UDN side

• R08: Limited read/write access to external variables 
from within a resolution function

• R10: Late binding of resolution functions
• R11: Access to the state of the resolved net inside a 
resolution function



COULD items

• R09: Advanced runtime timing control
• R12: Ability to keep state in a resolution function



Recommendation & rough plan

• To accomplish the MUST items SV‐DC requests 2 
years of TC working time

• Rough expectation is that R01 and R03 can be handled 
while SV‐DC waits on a recommendation for R05 from 
SV/VAMS

• Goal is to have a first draft recommendation for R05 from 
SV/VAMS by early fall 2015

• R02 can proceed in parallel
• What support is needed from SV‐CC for R07?
• SHOULD items can be interleaved as needed



Additional resources

• SV‐DC Roadmap: http://goo.gl/OOI0gN
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SV-AC Recommended Items for 2015

• 3057:  Make local variables a first class language construct

o Includes declaring local variables in () subscope inside property

• 5063:  Allow tools to modify assertion statement type

o Allow already-existing behavior of EDA tools:  assumes=>asserts

• 5064:  Standard package to define assertion-related constants

o Assert control types, etc, are currently plain numbers

• 5065: Standard package implementing commonly used properties

o Such as PSL-equivalent operations next_event_a, next_event_e

• 5067:  Allow variables in delay and repeat operators

o Many users surprised that “a |=> ##var b” is illegal



SV-AC Requests to Other Committees

• SV-CC:   2182: Elaborate VPI diagrams for checkers

o Not completed in time for last PAR

• Cross-P1800-group:  5068: concurrent assertions in classes

o Key enabler for potential SVA usage in UVM

o Need class/oo experts, SV-AC alone is insufficient
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